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ABSTRACT
We derive the stellar mass fraction in the galaxy cluster RXC J2248.7–4431 observed
with the Dark Energy Survey (DES) during the Science Verification period. We com-
pare the stellar mass results from DES (five filters) with those from the Hubble Space
Telescope Cluster Lensing And Supernova Survey (CLASH; 17 filters). When the clus-
ter spectroscopic redshift is assumed, we show that stellar masses from DES can be
estimated within 25% of CLASH values. We compute the stellar mass contribution
coming from red and blue galaxies, and study the relation between stellar mass and
the underlying dark matter using weak lensing studies with DES and CLASH. An
analysis of the radial profiles of the DES total and stellar mass yields a stellar-to-total
fraction of f? = (6.8± 1.7)× 10−3 within a radius of r200c ' 2 Mpc. Our analysis also
includes a comparison of photometric redshifts and star/galaxy separation efficiency
for both data sets. We conclude that space-based small field imaging can be used to
calibrate the galaxy properties in DES for the much wider field of view. The tech-
nique developed to derive the stellar mass fraction in galaxy clusters can be applied
to the ∼ 100 000 clusters that will be observed within this survey and yield important
information about galaxy evolution.
Key words: surveys – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: evolution – galaxies:
photometry.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the last decade, large photometric galaxy surveys, such
as Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), have provided us with
a massive amount of data that have proven to be ex-
tremely useful for studies of cosmology. On the other hand,
smaller area but deeper surveys like the Hubble Space Tele-
scope (HST) based Cluster Lensing And Supernova Survey
(CLASH) (Postman et al. 2012) allowed us to characterize
single objects with unprecedented precision. The importance
of finding synergies between these surveys relates to several
aspects of observation (e.g. target selection, photometric cal-
ibration) and data analysis (photometric redshifts, physical
properties of galaxies). This is particularly relevant for over-
lapping ground– and space–based surveys: the higher quality
that can be obtained from space can enable calibration and
tests for the data collected by ground–based telescopes.
In this paper, we study the cluster of galaxies RXC
J2248.7–4431 (hereafter RXJ2248). We make use of the syn-
ergies between DES and CLASH, and test in this way the
performance of the early DES data at a catalogue level (i.e.
without making use of the images for the results). Photomet-
ric redshift (photo-z) and stellar mass results from CLASH
are also used as a validation set for DES stellar mass esti-
mates.
The aim of this paper is twofold: the first goal is to
compare between DES’s wide area breadth and CLASH’s
small area precision for the cluster RXJ2248. In fact, checks
using HST data had not been done before to test the DES
data, although the similar optical filters and the additional
UV and IR HST bands make CLASH an optimal candidate
for validation and quantifying uncertainties of photometry,
photo-z’s and stellar masses. The second is to illustrate how
an analysis of the stellar mass distribution of this massive
cluster over the wider Dark Energy Camera (DECam) field
of view can be done.
In Section 2, we start by describing the two surveys
considered. The cluster is described in Section 3. The com-
parison of DES and CLASH, in terms of photometric red-
shifts and star/galaxy separation, is presented in Section
4. Section 5 contains the second part of this paper, where
we present the stellar mass results obtained from CLASH
and DES, and compare the DES stellar masses to the total
mass from the DES weak lensing analysis by Melchior et al.
(2015). In the following, we assume a concordance ΛCDM
cosmological model with Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7 and h = 0.7.
In this cosmology, 1 arcmin corresponds to a physical trans-
verse length of 295 kpc at the cluster redshift z = 0.3475.
The notation adopted in this paper for the cluster mass
and radius follows the one often used in literature. The radii
of spheres around the cluster centre are written as r∆m and
r∆c where ∆ is the overdensity of the sphere with respect to
the mean matter density (subscript m) or the critical den-
sity (subscript c) at the cluster redshift. Masses inside those
spheres are therefore M∆m = ∆ 4pi3 r
3
∆mρm and similarly for
M∆c. In the following, we quote ∆ = 200, which is the den-
sity contrast at virialization for a dark matter halo.
2 DATA
The data used for the analyses developed for this paper come
from DES and CLASH. The Dark Energy Survey (DES) is
αJ2000 δJ2000 Redshift Luminosity (erg s−1)
22:48:44.29 -44:31:48.4 0.348 3.08× 1045
Table 1. Main properties of the cluster RXC J2248-4431. The
quoted luminosity is in the rest frame 0.1-2.4 keV band.
an optical-near-infrared survey that is imaging 5000 deg2 of
the South Galactic Cap in the grizY bands over 525 nights
spanning 5 years. The survey is being carried out using a
new ∼ 3 deg2 CCD camera (the DECam, see Flaugher et al.
2015) mounted on the Blanco 4-m telescope at the Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) in Chile. DES
started in 2012 with a testing period (November 2012 –
February 2013) called DES Science Verification (SV)1. At
the time of writing, two observing seasons (Diehl et al. 2014)
have been completed, and a third is underway.
The survey strategy is designed to optimize the photo-
metric calibration by tiling each region of the survey with
several overlapping pointings in each band. This provides
uniformity of coverage and control of systematic photomet-
ric errors. This strategy allows DES to determine photo-
metric redshifts of galaxies to an accuracy of σ(z) ' 0.07
out to z & 1, with some dependence on redshift and galaxy
type, and cluster photometric redshifts to σ(z) ∼ 0.02 or
better out to z ' 1.3 (The Dark Energy Survey Collabora-
tion 2005). It will also provide shapes for approximately 200
million galaxies for weak lensing studies. For further infor-
mation, see The Dark Energy Survey Collaboration (2005)
or www.darkenergysurvey.org.
The fact that DECam has a ∼ 3 deg2 field of view gives
us the opportunity of studying the large scale structure of
galaxy clusters with only one pointing.
The cluster RXJ2248 was observed during the SV sea-
son, with typical exposure times of 90 s for the griz bands
and 45 s for the Y band. It was re-observed later in 2013
to benefit from improvements to telescope performance and
general image quality. The data reduction was done using
the SVA1 DES Data Management (DESDM) pipeline, de-
scribed in detail in Sevilla et al. (2011), Desai et al. (2012)
and Mohr et al. (2012). The process includes calibration
of the single-epoch images, that are then co–added after a
background subtraction and cut into tiles. The SVA1 cata-
logue was created using Source Extractor (SExtrac-
tor, Bertin & Arnouts 1996) to detect objects on the riz
co-added images. The median 10σ depths of SV data are
g ∼ 24.45, r ∼ 24.30, i ∼ 23.50, z ∼ 22.90, Y ∼ 21.70, which
reach close to the expected DES full depths. Limiting mag-
nitudes were estimated for the 200 deg2 SPT-E part of the
wide–field SV area using Balrog (Suchyta et al. 2016) and
PSF magnitude errors for true point sources.
We use AB magnitudes throughout this paper, and
MAG_AUTO measurements given by SExtractor, as these
proved to be robust and were thus used in several DES SV
papers (e.g. Bonnett et al. 2015,Crocce et al. 2016). The
objects selected for the analysis have a signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) > 10 in the i band.
The other survey considered here is CLASH (Postman
et al. 2012), a 524-orbit HST multi-cycle treasury pro-
1 For public data release see: http://des.ncsa.illinois.edu/
releases/sva1
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Survey/Instrument Authors FoV Filters Mag limits Spectra Objects
NTT+GMOS Gómez et al. (2012) 5′ × 5′ V , R – 116 711
CLASH Postman et al. (2012), 3.4′ × 3.4′ (ACS), 16 in 2000− 17000 ∼ 25-27 (10σ) – 3471
Monna et al. (2014) 2′ × 2′ (WFC3)
WFI Gruen et al. (2013) 33′ × 33′ UBV RIZ 26.4, 26.7 , 24.4 – –
(V RI 5σ)
DES SV Melchior et al. (2015) 2.2deg2 grizY 24.45, 24.30, 23.50, – 374 294
22.90, 21.70 (10σ)
Table 2. Some experimental specifications of the surveys that have observed RXJ2248, with the corresponding paper in which those
data have been used. The work presented in those papers is briefly summarized in Section 3. The magnitude limits reported for DES are
the mean 10σ galaxy magnitudes.
gramme that has observed 25 massive clusters, having a
range of virial masses between 5× 1014M to 30× 1014M
and an average redshift of z¯ = 0.4. The wavelength range
covers the UV, the visible and the IR (2000 − 17000 Å)
through 17 bands using the Advanced Camera for Surveys
(ACS) and the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC 3).
The CLASH mosaics were produced using the “Mosaic-
Drizzle” pipeline (see Koekemoer et al. 2011). The CLASH
catalogue creation pipeline makes use of SExtractor: the
software is run in dual image mode, where a detection im-
age is created from a weighted sum of the ACS/WFC and
WFC3/IR images. The WFC3/UVIS images are not used
in the construction of the detection image but the UVIS
data are still used to compute source photometry. The pho-
tometry given in the public catalogue (http://www.stsci.
edu/~postman/CLASH), which is also the one used in this
work, was measured in isophotal apertures, as they have
been shown to produce reliable colours (Benítez et al. 2004).
ACS/WFC3 reach a depth of 26.8, 26.4, 26.2, 26.0 and 26.6
(10σ galaxy AB magnitudes for circular apertures of 0.4 arc-
sec in diameter, Postman et al. 2012) in the F475W, F625W,
F775W, F850LP and F105W filters, respectively.
Below, we compare the information obtained with five
DES filters and with 17 HST filters.
3 THE CLUSTER RXC J2248.7–4431
In this section we present what is known about this cluster
from previous works. The cluster of galaxies RXC J2248.7–
4431, where RXC stands for ROSAT X-ray Cluster, is also
known as Abell S1063 or MACS 2248–4431. It is a very lu-
minous cluster, having an X–ray bolometric luminosity of
(6.95± 0.1)× 1045 erg s−1 in the energy range 0.1− 100 keV
(Maughan et al. 2008). Its properties are listed in Table 1,
while the experimental specifications of surveys that have
observed RXJ2248 are quoted in Table 2. It was first cata-
logued by Abell, Corwin & Olowin (1989), who counted 74
galaxies. Thanks to the ROSAT -ESO Flux Limited X-ray
(REFLEX) Galaxy Cluster survey, Böhringer et al. (2004)
measured a spectroscopic redshift z = 0.3475, which has
been adopted in the recent literature and has also been con-
firmed in Gómez et al. (2012), who quoted a mean redshift
of z = 0.3461+0.0010−0.0011 for 81 members.
Gómez et al. (2012) were the first to study in detail
RXJ2248, even though it is the second most luminous cluster
in the REFLEX survey (having a reported luminosity of
∼ 3.08× 1045 erg s−1 in the rest frame 0.1− 2.4 keV band).
In Gómez et al. (2012), the cluster is presented as one
of the hottest X-ray clusters known at that time. The high
X-ray temperature, together with the high velocity disper-
sion, suggest a very massive cluster (M200c > 2.5×1015M)
and/or a merger system. The merger model is supported by
a small offset between the galaxy distribution and the peak
of X-ray isophotes, and a non-Gaussian galaxy velocity dis-
tribution. Gómez et al. (2012) also reported that the velocity
distribution is better represented by the velocity dispersion
produced during a merger than by the velocity distribution
of a relaxed cluster.
Gruen et al. (2013) used Wide-Field Imager (WFI)
data to perform a weak lensing analysis of the cluster.
They parametrized the cluster density with a NFW pro-
file (Navarro, Frenk & White 1996) and obtained a mass
M200m = 33.1
+9.6
−6.8 × 1014M (or M200c = 22.8+6.6−4.7 ×
1014M). They also identified a second galaxy cluster in
the field of view at redshift ∼ 0.6, with an estimated mass
of M200m = 4.0+3.7−2.6 × 1014M.
Melchior et al. (2015) studied the weak lensing masses
and galaxy distributions of four massive clusters observed
during the DES SV period, including RXJ2248. They found
M200c = 17.5
+4.3
−3.7 × 1014M, which is in agreement with
previous mass estimates. For RXJ2248, they also identified
filamentary structures of the luminous red-sequence galaxies
found with the RedMaPPer (Rykoff et al. 2014) algorithm.
Umetsu et al. (2016) combined HST and wide field
imaging (from the Subaru telescope or the ESO/WFI) ob-
servations to reconstruct the surface mass density profiles of
20 CLASH clusters. Their analysis jointly uses strong lens-
ing as well as weak lensing with shear and magnification, and
for RXJ2248 they found M200c = 18.78± 6.72× 1014M.
4 COMPARISON OF DES AND CLASH
In this section, we assess detectability, photometry, and stel-
lar masses of DES galaxies, treating matched CLASH galax-
ies as truth table.2 In order to make the comparison, we
seek to identify similar filters in both data sets. Figure 1
2 A comparison of weak lensing measurements between DES and
CLASH was not performed because they predominantly reveal
differences in the shear calibration. The majority of galaxies with
shape measurement in both catalogues are very faint for DES,
resulting in large and noisy calibration factors (see Section 4.2.1
in Melchior et al. 2015). In addition, the high density of galax-
ies in the central region of this cluster creates many more close
galaxy pairs or even blends in ground–based DES images than
when viewed with HST, rendering shape measurement even more
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 1. Throughput of the DES filters (solid lines) and HST
similar filters (dashed lines).
shows that the closest HST analogs to DES griz are F475W,
F625W, F775W and F850lp. We will refer to the correspond-
ing HST and DES bands as g, r, i and z for simplicity of
notation. In the following, we will also use the DES Y band,
which does not have a similar HST filter. When we refer
to 5 CLASH filters, it means we are including the F105W
filter, that is broader than the DES Y .
In the DES catalogue of the RXJ2248 area, there are
374 294 sources in a roughly circular area of approximately
3 deg2. The deeper, higher resolution CLASH catalogue in-
cludes 3 471 sources in a much smaller area (∼ 5′ × 4′).
We perform a spatial matching (using a matching ra-
dius of 1.5′′) between the DES and CLASH catalogues and
we find 609 matched sources. Thus the DES recovered only
18% of the sources in the CLASH catalogue. The high per-
centage of sources missed in DES is due to various problems,
one of them being that the griz 10σ depths differ by & 2
mag between the two data sets. This accounts for most of
the undetected sources in DES: when we simulate fake faint
galaxies with Balrog3 (Suchyta et al. 2016) on the DES im-
age of RXJ2248, we find that the completeness in riz bands
(which are those used to run the detection) drops below 20%
between magnitude 24 and 25, justifying the incompleteness
found when comparing to the even deeper CLASH survey.
We also expected one of the problems to be blending, es-
pecially close to the bright cluster core. We run some com-
pleteness tests using a DES enhanced deblending catalogue
(Zhang et al. 2015) that would increase the percentage of
recovered sources to 20%, but found that blending is not a
major reason of incompleteness. Also, CLASH object detec-
tion is run on ACS+IR images, while DES detection only
involves optical bands and it may miss redder sources. A
visual comparison of DES and CLASH images is shown in
Figure 2.
A comparison of measured isophotal magnitudes at the
challenging. A detailed analysis of those relevant effects is beyond
the scope of this paper.
3 A software pipeline for embedding simulations into astronomi-
cal images. See: https://github.com/emhuff/Balrog.
Figure 2. A portion of 1′ × 1′ image centred in RA 22:48:48.003
and DEC -44:31:38.52 in the CLASH F625W band (top) and the
DES r band (bottom).
catalogue level between the matched galaxies in the two data
sets here considered shows a mean shift |∆m| 6 0.13 in all
bands, where the offsets due to the different filters compared
have been taken into account. This is true when a signal-to-
noise cut S/N > 10 is performed on the matched galaxies,
and objects with saturated pixels and corrupted DES data
are removed. A magnitude analysis is presented in Appendix
A.
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 3. Galaxy purity (blue dashed line) and completeness
(black solid line) for the star/galaxy separation problem using
the SPREAD_MODEL parameter in the DES catalogue for the r (top)
and i (bottom) bands. The red vertical line represents a typical
cut used for SPREAD_MODEL, which is 0.003.
CLASS_STAR g r i z
G(DES) 551 538 535 522
G(CLASH) 553 553 553 553
S(DES) 58 71 74 87
S(CLASH) 56 56 56 56
SPREAD_MODEL g r i z
G(DES) 388 463 428 405
G(CLASH) 553 553 553 553
S(DES) 221 146 181 204
S(CLASH) 56 56 56 56
Table 3. Number of galaxies G and stars S found in DES and
CLASH, when considering CLASS_STAR < 0.8 (top table) and
SPREAD_MODEL > 0.003 (bottom table) for galaxies in DES.
4.1 Star/galaxy separation
For the purpose of studying the star/galaxy separation, we
adopt the same notation used in Soumagnac et al. (2015).
We study the galaxy completeness cg, defined as the ratio of
the number of true galaxies classified as galaxies to the total
number of true galaxies (including then also the number of
true galaxies classified as stars MG):
cg =
NG
NG +MG
, (1)
where here NG is given by the galaxies in the DES catalogue,
and the number of true galaxies is given by the object clas-
sified as such in CLASH.
Moreover the galaxy purity pg is defined as
pg =
NG
NG +MS
, (2)
where MS is the number of stars classified as galaxies.
We consider as true galaxies the sources that have
a SExtractor stellarity index CLASS_STAR< 0.08 in the
CLASH catalogue, otherwise they are stars. This cut has
been proven to perform well in other CLASH works (e.g.
Jouvel et al. 2014). We try to understand if the star/galaxy
performance is compatible between the two data sets.
We first consider the CLASS_STAR parameter given in the
DES catalogue. We find that a cut between 0.7 and 0.9 for
the CLASS_STAR_I gives purity and completeness above the
90%. The number of galaxies and stars in the two catalogues
can be found in Table 3.
We also test the performance of star/galaxy separation
with the SPREAD_MODEL parameter (defined in Desai et al.
2012 and tested in Bouy et al. 2013). SPREAD_MODEL is a
morphological star/galaxy separation parameter given by
SExtractor which acts as a linear discriminant between
the best fitting local PSF model and a slightly “fuzzier”
version made from the same PSF model, convolved with
a circular exponential model. A threshold is set to 0.003
by the DESDM pipeline to separate stars (PSF like, having
absolute values below 0.003) from galaxies (non-PSF like,
with values higher than 0.003). As a result, 77.4% of the
galaxies are catalogued in DES as such, and the purity is
97.3%. A plot for the purity and the completeness for vary-
ing SPREAD_MODEL_I cuts is shown in Figure 3. We list the
number of galaxies and stars in the two catalogues in Ta-
ble 3. It can be seen from Figure 3 that cut at lower values
(∼ 0.001− 0.002) would give a higher completeness without
affecting the purity significantly. Moreover, in this case may
be better using the SPREAD_MODEL in the r band, which is
deeper than the i one, and this can also be seen in Figure 3,
where it is clear that, for the same cut, the completeness is
higher. We also find that using the CLASS_STAR parameters
with the mentioned cut is more efficient than adopting the
SPREAD_MODEL_I with the cut at 0.003.
4.2 Photo-z
Considering only those matched sources with a signal-to-
noise ratio S/N > 10 in the DES i-band, excluding stars (in
this case we exclude all objects with CLASS_STAR_I> 0.8)
and objects with FLAGS 6= 0 (in order to exclude objects with
saturated pixels or corrupted data, and originally blended
sources) we are left with 155 sources. This is the subset of
galaxies that we will use for the photo-z and stellar mass
comparison.
In order to estimate the photo-z’s, we used the pub-
licly available software LePhare (Arnouts et al. 1999, Ilbert
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–16
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Figure 4. Comparison of the DES versus CLASH photo-z’s for
the sources matched between the two catalogues. photo-z’s were
obtained using LePhare. Top: only the 5 HST filters similar
to the grizY filters in DES have been used to compute CLASH
photo-z’s.Middle: 3 of the HST UV filters have been added to the
5 HST optical filters for the CLASH photo-z estimation. Bottom:
all the 17 available CLASH filters have been used to estimate the
photo-z’s. The red dashed line represents zDES = zCLASH , and
the grey area the expected DES accuracy of |zDES − zCLASH | <
σ(1 + zCLASH), where σ = 0.12.
et al. 2006)4, as it also produces the stellar masses that we
want to study in this paper. Previous works on DES photo-
z’s have tested the performance of this code in comparison
with other softwares and spectroscopic redshifts. In partic-
ular, Sánchez et al. (2014) found that LePhare fulfils the
DES requirements on scatter and 2σ outlier fraction when
it is run on SV data, and the metrics obtained are compat-
ible with those from other template-based methods within
10%. Training-based methods showed a lower bias compared
to template-fitting codes, and this can be improved in the
latter using adaptive recalibration methods, which are avail-
able in LePhare. However, stellar mass tests have not been
performed with DES data so far.
We therefore need to further check the DES photo-z and
stellar mass estimation with LePhare first. This is where
the HST data are particularly useful in this work, as we need
to check DES against a more precise photometric survey
covering the wavelengths from optical to IR.
Furthermore, LePhare is a reliable code, as seen in e.g.
Ilbert et al. (2009).
4.2.1 LePhare photo-z technique
The main purpose of LePhare is to compute photometric
redshifts by comparing template Spectral Energy Distribu-
tions (SEDs) to the observed broadband photometry, but it
can also be used to calculate physical parameters such as
stellar masses and rest-frame luminosities. Several SED sets
are available within the code, and these are redshifted and
integrated through the instrumental transmission curves.
Additional contribution of emission lines in the different fil-
ters can be included and extinction by dust can be taken
into account. The synthetic colours obtained from the SEDs
for each redshift are then compared to the data. The best
fitting template and redshift for each object is then found
by χ2 minimization. In addition, prior information can be
supplied, including a photo-z distribution prior by galaxy
type computed from the VVDS survey in the i band (see
Ilbert et al. 2006).
4.2.2 Results
We run LePhare on both CLASH (with 5, 8 and all 17 fil-
ters) and DES (5 filters) catalogues, fitting the 31 synthetic
SEDs templates given by the COSMOS (see Ilbert et al.
2009) libraries. We use four galaxy extinction values rang-
ing from 0.05 to 0.3 using a Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction
law for DES. For CLASH, two more extinction values are
added (0.4 and 0.5), in order to take into account the wider
wavelength range covered when we use all its filters.
The results are plotted in the upper panel of Figure 4
for the 155 matched sources when 5 filters are considered for
CLASH. Of all the sources considered, 85% have a photo-
z which is compatible with the CLASH photo-z within the
DES requirement5 |zp−zs| < σ(1+zs), where σ = 0.12. We
4 http://www.cfht.hawaii.edu/~arnouts/LEPHARE/lephare.
html
5 Where zp and zs are the photometric and spectroscopic red-
shifts, so here we consider the CLASH photo-z as the “spectro-
scopic” one.
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Figure 5. DES stellar masses versus CLASH stellar masses
computed using LePhare. In the stellar mass estimation, each
source is assumed to be at the redshift given as output by Le-
Phare, as described in Section 4.2. The dashed line line repre-
sents MDES? = MCLASH? . In the bottom panel ∆Log(M?) =
Log(MDES? ) − Log(MCLASH? ) is presented. All available filters
(i.e. 5 for DES and 17 for CLASH) have been used in the estima-
tion process. Uncertainties represent the 68% Confidence Level.
notice an offset in the CLASH redshift when 17 filters are
used (see lower panel of Figure 4), while 77% of the sources
still satisfy the DES requirement. This most likely stems
from the inclusion of near-UV filters to get an accurate red-
shift from the Balmer break for galaxies below a redshift of
0.4 (see e.g. Eisenstein et al. 2001). In fact, this offset starts
to be seen also when adding only three UV bands (namely
F336W, F390W and F435W) to the grizY filters (see mid-
dle panel in Figure 4). A problem around redshift 0.4 for
DES galaxies had already been seen in Sánchez et al. (2014)
(see their Figure 5) and Bonnett et al. (2015). In particular,
Bonnett et al. (2015) also pointed out a lack of matching
SEDs for galaxies around redshift 0.4 with template fitting
methods (see their Figure 8).
Zero–points6 have not been adopted in the DES photo-z
estimation, as we saw that their introduction causes system-
atic effects. Zero points are calculated using field galaxies,
so we believe we would need spectroscopy in the cluster field
to be helpful at photo-z calibrations for this study.
4.3 Stellar Masses
Stellar masses are key observables in the study of galaxy
evolutionary models. Unfortunately, they cannot be directly
measured, but require multicolour photometry to be fitted
with stellar population models, therefore making a series
of assumptions. One of these is the galaxy redshift if spec-
troscopy is not available: in the view of our goal of computing
the stellar mass profile of the RXJ2248 cluster, we have to
bear in mind that galaxy redshift accuracy is essential not
6 Zero–points define the shift in the observed magnitudes due to
various systematics.
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Figure 6. DES stellar masses versus CLASH stellar masses com-
puted using LePhare. Here only sources around the cluster red-
shift are considered (i.e. sources with a DES photo-z that sat-
isfies |z − zcl| 6 0.12, where zcl = 0.3475 is the cluster red-
shift). In the DES and CLASH stellar mass estimation, these
galaxies are all assumed to be at zcl. The dashed line line rep-
resents MDES? = MCLASH? . In the bottom panel ∆Log(M?) =
Log(MDES? ) − Log(MCLASH? ) is presented. The offset seen in
Figure 5 seems to disappear in this plot, showing that this effect
was due to the photo-z offset. All available filters (i.e. 5 for DES
and 17 for CLASH) have been used in the estimation process.
Uncertainties represent the 68% Confidence Level.
only to ensure the correct template match in the template
fitting method here used and the distance to the galaxy, but
also to determine the cluster membership. We will therefore
see how the redshift assumptions affect the stellar mass es-
timation and elaborate a reasonable technique to correctly
estimate the stellar mass profile.
4.3.1 Method
We use the same sample of matched galaxies with S/N > 10
used in Section 4.2 and their redshift estimations in order to
compute the stellar masses for both DES and CLASH using
LePhare. In the first place, the redshifts of the galaxies are
fixed to those photo-z’s previously computed (i.e. to DES
photo-z’s for DES stellar masses, and to CLASH photo-z’s
for CLASH stellar masses). In the second case, we fix the
galaxy redshifts at the cluster redshift for both DES and
CLASH, and the LePhare DES photo-z’s are only used
to select a subsample of cluster members satisfying |zphot −
zcl| 6 0.12. For this subsample both DES and CLASH stellar
masses are estimated.
We chose to use LePhare, together with the Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) templates, as this combination has been
shown to be robust in the estimation of physical parameters
of galaxies (Ilbert et al. 2010).
We derive our stellar mass estimates by fitting syn-
thetic SEDs templates while keeping the redshift fixed as
described previously in the two cases. The SED templates
are based on the stellar population synthesis (SPS) pack-
age developed by Bruzual & Charlot 2003 (BC03) assum-
ing a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF). Our ini-
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Figure 7. DES and CLASH total stellar mass maps computed
using LePhare for the galaxies matched between the two cata-
logues. The stellar masses plotted are the same as those shown
in the bottom panel of Figure 6 (i.e. all the galaxies with a DES
photo-z that satisfies |z − zcl| 6 0.12, where zcl is the cluster
redshift, have a redshift fixed to zcl in the SED fitting). The map
is centred on the BCG, but its stellar mass is not visible as it was
originally blended and therefore did not pass the quality flag cut
applied in Section 4.3. The resolution is 0.12′/pixel and the map
is smoothed with a Gaussian of σ = 0.144 arcmin. At the cluster
redshift, 1′ corresponds to 294 kpc in the assumed cosmology.
tial set of templates includes 9 models using one metallicity
(Z = 1Z) and nine exponentially decreasing star forma-
tion rates ∝ e−t/τ where t is the time and τ takes the values
τ = 0.1, 0.3, 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 30 Gyr. The final template set
is then generated over 57 starburst ages ranging from 0.01
to 13.5 Gyr, and four extinction values ranging from 0.05 to
0.3 using a Calzetti et al. (2000) extinction law. For CLASH,
two more extinction values are added (0.4 and 0.5).
The uncertainties on our stellar masses estimates
(MASS_BEST from LePhare) are given by the 68% confi-
dence limits on the SED fit.
4.3.2 Results
In Figure 5, we show the comparison between DES and
CLASH stellar mass estimates for the first case, where the
redshifts are fixed to the LePhare estimates. The linear
correlation between the two estimates is clear, but there is
an offset of mean value ∼ 0.16 dex. This should be consid-
ered in light of two aspects:
(i) the offset in the photo-z’s that we addressed in Section
4.2;
(ii) the uncertainties in the DES stellar masses may be
underestimated as those are the 68% confidence limits on
the SED fit and do not take into account systematic error
contribution.
In Figure 6 we show the results for the second case,
where we select the galaxies with a DES photo-z close to
the spectroscopic cluster redshift zcl, satisfying zcl − 0.12 <
zphot < zcl + 0.12. The redshift of these sources is fixed at
zcl in the stellar mass estimation, and the reason for this
choice is twofold:
(i) to minimize circularity associated with using Le
Phare to both measure redshifts and stellar masses;
(ii) to take into account the shift in the redshift estimates
pointed out in Section 4.2 (and therefore put at the correct
cluster redshift the cluster members which photo-z appeared
to be at zphot ∼ 0.4).
Of course this choice results in considering some sources
as being at zcl even though they are not, and we shall take
this into account in the following. A consistency test for the
choice of redshifts done is presented in Appendix B.
The correlation between the estimated stellar masses
significantly increases if also the CLASH sources are set to
be at the cluster redshift, as seen in a comparison of Figure
5 with Figure 6, where we find that stellar masses from DES
can be estimated within 25% of CLASH values. This shows
that the offset seen in the former is due to the offset in
the redshifts given in input, rather than other systematics.
Therefore, the wavelengths covered by the DES broadband
filters are capable of providing a good estimation of stellar
mass if the photometric redshift is sufficiently precise.
In Figure 7 we show the spatial distribution of the
total stellar mass spatial distributions for both DES and
CLASH in the CLASH field (∼ 4.8′ × 4.2′), represented
with a resolution of 0.12′/pixel and smoothed with a Gaus-
sian of σ = 0.144 arcmin. The stellar masses of galaxies are
summed over in each pixel. Obviously, the two samples show
very good agreement in terms of the spatial distribution of
stellar mass. The Pearson coefficient for the pixel-by-pixel
stellar mass values of the two non-smoothed maps is 0.93.
The difference map without any smoothing has a mean of
0.02 and σ = 0.12.
5 DARK MATTER AND STELLAR MASSES
In this section we study the stellar mass radial profile of
the cluster and relate it to that of dark matter that has
been obtained though DES weak lensing studies in Melchior
et al. (2015). As shown in Section 4.3, stellar mass estima-
tion can be biased if the redshift assumed is biased too: this
is a problem if one wants to compute stellar masses with
photometric surveys data. In the lack of spectroscopy, it is a
common method to perform estimation of the photometric
redshift and SED fitting in two steps, which involve fixing
the redshift of a galaxy at the best fitting value obtained in
the first step. Although this may not be the most elegant
way of solving the problem, it has been proven to lead to
only a small bias in the SED fitting parameters, when com-
pared to results given by the simultaneous estimation of red-
shift and stellar mass (see Acquaviva, Raichoor & Gawiser
2015). Nevertheless, here we want to adopt a more consistent
methodology for the stellar mass estimation, taking advan-
tage of the fact that we are looking at a cluster with a known
redshift. This technique is outlined in the first part of this
section, followed by a study of the different mass radial pro-
files obtained. To allow a straightforward comparison with
the weak lensing reconstructed mass, we compute total stel-
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lar mass and surface density on a projected 2-dimensional
plane, i.e.:
M?(R) =
∑
i
mi? Σ?(R) =
∑
im
i
?
Aannulus
, (3)
where the sums are intended over the galaxies within an-
nuli of projected radius R. Similar definitions apply for the
cumulative distributions M?(< R) and Σ?(< R), computed
within circles of radius R. The centre of the image is taken
to be that of the BCG. At last, we present a comparison
between the stellar and total DES mass maps.
5.1 Galaxy samples and stellar mass estimates
Our goal is to compare the reconstructed mass from weak
lensing to the total stellar mass of the cluster members. In
order to do so, we split the galaxies into two populations.
The following steps are performed:
• We select the red members using the RedMaPPer SV
catalogue (Rykoff et al. 2016), which identifies cluster mem-
bers with high precision (Rozo et al. 2015). Their stellar
masses are computed using the same parameters presented
in Section 4.3 (but fixing the redshift at zcl).
• The RedMaPPer galaxies profile has been corrected
by a factor representing the contribution coming from faint
sources at luminosities smaller than the limit of the sample
(0.2L∗). This is done by integrating the luminosity with a
Schechter function, i.e. we computed the fraction:
datasetFL =
∫ 0.2L∗
0
Lφ(L)dL∫∞
0
Lφ(L)dL
, (4)
where φ(L) = φ∗( LL∗ )
αe−L/L
∗
with α = −1 [as done in
Rykoff et al. (2014) for the SDSS sample, that has proper-
ties similar to DES]. We find that the galaxies below the
luminosity limit contribute to a fraction FL = 0.18 of the
total luminosity, and therefore, assuming a constant M?/L
ratio for the red galaxy population, they contribute to the
same percentage of stellar mass.
• The contribution to the total stellar mass of each red
member is weighted by its membership probability (reported
in the RedMaPPer catalogue).
• In order to study the mass profile at radii higher than
r200c, we decide not to neglect the contribution coming from
the bluer population. First, we exclude all objects with sat-
urated pixels or corrupted data, but include galaxies that
were initially blended (such as the BCG). Then we select
the rest of the galaxies in the field of view that have mag-
nitudes mi in the i band satisfying mBCGi < mi < mlimi .
In this way we exclude any source which is brighter than
the BCG and cut at mlimi = 21 mag in order to ensure the
completeness of the sample. After having performed a SED
fitting as in the previous step, we filter out all galaxies that
do not give a good fit (cutting on reduced χ2 < 2) when the
redshift is fixed at the cluster value.
5.2 Masking and background correction
We estimate the survey area lost due to masked regions and
blending of faint galaxies with large cluster members near
the core. We calculate corrections for both effects as follows.
• Healpix (Górski et al. 2005) maps of depth and mask-
ing fractions are produced for DES with Mangle (Swan-
son et al. 2008). From these, we calculate mean depth and
fractions of masked area in our set of annuli. The depth is
approximately constant out to ≈ 50 arcmin from the BCG,
which defines the outer limit of the area used for our back-
ground estimation scheme. Masking fractions are below 5
per cent for all annuli and applied to the binned stellar mass
estimates from both galaxy samples.
• For the blue galaxy sample, some objects are lost due to
blending with cluster member galaxies. Without correction,
this would bias our stellar mass estimates of blue galaxies
near the cluster centre low. We estimate the area lost in
each annulus as the isophotal area above the SExtractor
detection threshold, ISOAREA_I. This yields a ≈ 7 per cent
correction in the innermost arcminute, which drops quickly
towards larger radii. For the blue galaxy sample, this cor-
rection and the masking fraction are applied in an additive
fashion.
The contribution coming from galaxies that do not ac-
tually sit at the cluster redshift is removed from the blue
galaxies sample by performing a background subtraction:
we estimate the projected surface density of the stellar mass
Σ?(R) at large radii (30 − 50 arcmin, which means outside
≈ 4r200c 7), where the stellar mass profile tends to become
flat. The value found is Σ? = 1.36 × 1010M/arcmin2 and
this is subtracted on the smaller scales, with an uncertainty
given by a Poissonian error. The remaining stellar mass con-
tribution is then added to that of the red galaxies.
5.3 Stellar mass profile
We look at the radial distribution of stellar mass, tak-
ing into account both the red cluster members present in
the RedMaPPer catalogue, and the blue members, as ex-
plained in the previous section. The splitting into red and
blue galaxies is justified by the possibility of improving the
SED fitting by using different priors for the two populations,
and considering the systematics differently. In fact, it is well
known that stellar masses estimated for quiescent galaxies
are more reliable than for star-forming ones, partially be-
cause the colour–M?/L (from which M? is derived) relation
is more uncertain for very blue colours (see e.g. Conroy 2013
; Banerji et al. 2013).
The total stellar mass cumulative profiles M?(< R) for
the red and blue galaxies are shown in Figure 8. Within
the innermost 5 arcmin, the contribution of the red clus-
ter members to the total stellar mass is dominant (& 80%)
with respect to the bluer galaxies, while at larger radii,
namely outside r200c, the second population considered gives
a 20 . . . 50% contribution to the total stellar mass. In Fig-
ure 8 we also plot the stellar mass profile from CLASH,
where the galaxy cluster members were selected cutting on
the CLASH photometric redshift with |zphot − zcl| < 0.12.
7 r200c = 2200 kpc from the NFW fit of Melchior et al. (2015),
which means r200c ' 7.46′ at the cluster redshift
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Figure 8. Cumulative radial distributions of total stellar mass derived in this paper for the DES red (red points), blue (blue points)
and all galaxies (purple points) in the cluster, together with the total, non-parametric mass profile reconstructed from DES weak lensing
(Melchior et al. 2015, green points). The purple solid line is our NFW fit to the DES stellar mass profile, while the blue solid line is the
NFW best fit from DES weak lensing. The black points represent the CLASH total stellar mass profile computed in this paper, with our
NFW fit (black solid line). The red solid line is the Umetsu et al. (2016) NFW best-fit for CLASH from a strong lensing, weak lensing
and magnification joint analysis. This profile is restricted to the NFW fitting range R < 2Mpc h−1 chosen in Umetsu et al. (2016), which
is larger than the HST field of view as other data sets were used in a joint analysis. The radius R is projected, and r200c = 2.2 Mpc.
Errorbars show the 68% confidence level.
5.4 Comparison to total mass from weak lensing
The weak lensing mass profile is computed through the
aperture mass densitometry (see Clowe et al. 1998) using
Mtot(< R) = piR
2ζ(< R)Σcr(zl, zs), where ζ(< R) = κ¯(<
R) − κ¯(r1 < r < r2) is the difference between the mean
convergence within a circular aperture of radius R and the
mean convergence between r1 and r2 (annulus radii that are
fixed for all the apertures in the measurement), zl and zs
are the redshift of lens and sources. The convergence κ is
defined as the projected surface mass density Σ, in units of
the critical surface mass density Σc:
κ =
Σ
Σc
, Σc =
c2
4piG
Ds
DdDds
(5)
where D stands for angular diameter distance and the sub-
scripts s, d, ds indicate the distance from the observer to the
source, from the observer to the lens, and from the lens to
the source respectively. In particular, Melchior et al. (2015)
used r1 = 30 arcmin and r2 = 45 arcmin. This explains our
choice of estimating the stellar mass surface density back-
ground in the range 30 to 50 arcmin, where its profile is also
essentially flat. In Figure 8 we also present the NFW mass
profile derived by using the best fit parameters as found in
Melchior et al. (2015) for this cluster. Given the similarity
between the WL and stellar mass profiles, we try to fit the
stellar mass one with a NFW projected mass profile, as the
one derived in e.g. Oaxaca Wright & Brainerd (2000):
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Figure 9. Cumulative radial distribution of the fraction of stellar
mass of the galaxies in the cluster as computed in this work over
the total mass from lensing studies. For the DES f?, the total
mass comes from the non-parametric reconstruction of the weak
lensing shear profile done in Melchior et al. 2015 (purple points),
or from their NFW best fit (green squares). For CLASH,Mtot is a
result of the Umetsu et al. (2016) NFW best-fit for CLASH from
a strong lensing, weak lensing and magnification joint analysis
(red triangles). The mean DES stellar mass fraction from non-
parametric weak lensing mass profile is f? = (7.3 ± 1.7) × 10−3,
and is represented by the dashed line. The radius R is projected,
and rescaled with r200c = 2.2 Mpc. Errorbars show the 68% con-
fidence level.
M(< x) =

3δcM200c
200c3200
[
2√
1−x2
arctanh
√
1−x
1+x
+ ln(x
2
)
]
(if x < 1)
3δcM200c
200c3200
[
1 + ln( 1
2
)
]
(if x = 1)
3δcM200c
200c3200
[
2√
x2−1
arctan
√
x−1
1+x
+ ln(x
2
)
]
(if x > 1)
(6)
where x = R/rs, c200 = r200c/rs is the concentration pa-
rameter and
δc =
200
3
c3200
ln(1 + c200)− c200/(1 + c200) . (7)
Our non-linear least squares fit uses the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm and gives the following parameters for
DES stellar mass profile: M?200c = (5.38 ± 0.11) × 1012M,
c?200 = 2.4± 0.13 with a reduced χ2 = 0.6.
From the DES stellar mass profile and the aperture
mass densitometry total matter profile, we derive the stel-
lar mass fraction f?(< R) = M?(< R)/Mtot(< R), which is
represented by the purple points in Figure 9. Within r200c ra-
dius, we find fDES? (< r200c) = (6.8±1.7)×10−3, compatible
within 1σ in the outer regions with the result from Bahcall
& Kulier (2014): f? ' (1.0±0.4)×10−2 above ∼ 300h−1 kpc.
In their paper, Bahcall & Kulier (2014) examine the stellar
fraction profile by stacking > 105 SDSS groups and clusters,
divided into 3 richness subsamples.8 Inside r200c we recover
a lower stellar mass fraction compared to their work. The
discrepancy can be explained in light of the different analy-
ses carried out in Bahcall & Kulier (2014):
• Bahcall & Kulier (2014) stack clusters with different
properties and at different redshifts.
• They included the contribution of the diffuse intraclus-
ter light (ICL), which increases f? by a factor of 1.15 within
r200c.
• The luminosity profiles and weak lensing mass profiles
have been de-projected to obtain 3D profiles in their work.
On the other hand, considering the projected f? means that
we are including the contribution of the cluster outskirts
along the line of sight when we look at cluster core. In these
regions, the stellar mass fraction is lower, and this tends to
reduce 2D f? at small radii with respect the 3D behaviour.
On the other hand, the average stellar mass of the Uni-
verse, estimated to be f?,cosmic = (9± 1)× 10−3 (as derived
in Bahcall & Kulier 2014) is recovered outside r200c, as we
would expect even for a projected profile.
Overall, no particular radial trend is found, in agree-
ment with Bahcall & Kulier (2014) and also with Andreon
(2015), who studied the stellar-to-total mass ratio of three
CLASH clusters at z ∼ 0.45. Nevertheless, a radially vary-
ing profile might be hidden by the large errors. In order
to reduce the latter, dominated by the weak lensing recon-
structed mass, and have a precise estimation of the stellar
mass fraction, we will need to apply the same reasoning to
a large sample of DES clusters.
If we take the NFW mass profile with the lensing best-
fit parameters as total mass in f?, we get the green points
in Figure 9 for DES, and the red ones for CLASH. Towards
the centre of the cluster these profiles are higher than the
one previously discussed. This is due to the fact that in this
case Mtot, as can be seen in equation (6), goes to zero for
R → 0, while the BCG stellar mass contributes to M? up
to very small radii. Moreover, the halo/cusp problem (see
e.g. de Blok 2010) is a known problem of the NFW profile,
which will therefore produce different results from a non-
parametric mass profile from weak lensing. Use of the same
dark matter halo parameterization brings the two data sets
into agreement at the 1σ level.
5.5 DES stellar masses and weak lensing mass
maps
In this section, we explore the correlation between the stellar
mass maps and the DES weak lensing mass map by Melchior
et al. (2015). Melchior et al. (2015) adopted the aperture-
mass technique from Schneider (1996) and computed the
map of Map/σap for this cluster, where Map is the aperture
mass and it is defined as the sum of all ellipticity measure-
ments t(ϑj) inside a circular aperture:
Map(ϑ) =
∑
j
Q(|ϑ− ϑj |)t(ϑj) . (8)
8 They define the richness N200 as the number of galaxies in
the red sequence with rest-frame i-band luminosity Li > 0.4L∗
located within a radius rgals200 from the BCG (i.e. within the radius
where the local galaxy overdensity is 200).
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Figure 10. DES total stellar mass distribution (coloured den-
sity plot) compared to the mass map (i.e. map of Map/σap,
in contours) from the weak lensing analysis by Melchior et al.
(2015). Both maps have a resolution of 0.4997′/pixel and have
been smoothed with a Gaussian of σ = 1′.
In eq. (8) Q is a weight function, and the ellipticities
are computed with respect to the centre ϑ of the circular
aperture. The variance of the aperture mass is given by:
σ2Map =
σ2
2
∑
j
Q2(|ϑ− ϑj |) . (9)
In Figure 10 we show the DES aperture mass map
(black contours) and our stellar mass map (coloured density
map) in 30′ × 30′ around the BCG position. Both maps,
have a resolution of 0.4997′/pixel and have been smoothed
with a Gaussian of σ = 1′.
An elongated structure spanning for ∼ 4 Mpc around
the BCG is clearly present in both maps, as well as a few
clumps lying inside and outside the r200c radius. Note that
the mass structures that can be seen in the total mass map
may lie outside the cluster but still cause the lensing, as they
are along the line of sight, while the DES galaxies considered
here, are only those at the cluster redshift. This fact partially
explains why the peaks and minima in the stellar mass and
aperture mass maps may be not always coincident. Also,
the peak of the stellar mass distribution coincides with the
BCG position, while the weak lensing map shows a small
offset of the peak from the BCG: Gruen et al. (2013) already
addressed this effect to the expected shape noise studied by
Dietrich et al. (2012).
The correlation that can be seen by eye between
Map/σap and logM?, is quantified by a Pearson coefficient
of r = 0.30 when cross-correlating the maps pixel by pixel.
Again, the correlation expected between stellar mass and to-
tal matter (quantified in this case by the aperture mass and
convergence) in a cluster is diminished by the fact that the
gravitational lensing gives an integrated information about
the mass along the line of sight.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We compared the catalogues derived from DES and CLASH
observations of the galaxy cluster RXC J2248.7–4431, treat-
ing CLASH as a validation set for DES. Photometric red-
shifts and stellar masses for both data sets were computed
using LePhare, and we found that stellar masses can be
estimated with good precision with DES, despite the lower
number of bands available. Gravitational lensing results
from both DES and CLASH were used to compare stellar
and total mass maps, as well as the mass profiles and stellar
mass fraction.
Following are the conclusions.
(i) HST data can be used as a validation set for DES data
and results. We expect 3 more CLASH clusters (Abell 383,
MACS0416.1–2403 and MACS0429.6–0253) to be included
in the whole DES footprint. We found that in this case, using
the CLASS_STAR parameters with the mentioned cut is more
efficient than adopting the SPREAD_MODEL_I with the cut at
0.003.
(ii) DES photo-z’s are compatible with the 17 HST filters
photo-z’s within the DES requirements. The z ∼ 0.1 offset
observed in the DES photo-z’s, is due to a colour-redshift
degeneracy that cannot be broken without UV bands at
redshifts below 0.4. We found that such offset would per-
colate into the stellar mass estimates and bias the results
by ∼ 0.16 dex. In order to perform stellar mass studies, we
therefore overcame the problem of the redshift estimation for
single cluster members by devising a technique as follows.
This method separately treats the red galaxies, as found by
RedMaPPer, and the blue galaxies. The redshift informa-
tion can either be the spectroscopic redshift of the cluster, if
available, or the RedMaPPer cluster photometric redshift
(as RedMaPPer photo-z’s are estimated with high preci-
sion). In order to estimate the blue galaxies contribution
to the stellar mass, we perform a background subtraction
which is only possible thanks to the DECam wide field of
view.
(iii) We then estimated total stellar mass and stellar mass
fraction profiles for both DES and CLASH, reaching large
radii with DES. Within the projected r200c radius, we find a
fraction of stellar mass over total mass (derived from weak
lensing) f?(< r200c) = (6.8 ± 1.7) × 10−3 with DES, which
is compatible with other recent measurements from an in-
dependent data set (Bahcall & Kulier 2014).
(iv) On cosmological scales the ratio of baryon to total
matter densities is Ωb/Ωm ≈ 16% (e.g. Planck Collaboration
et al. 2015). In the cluster core we find that the ratio of
stellar mass to total matter is ∼ 0.7%. This means that
if the cluster distribution is representative, then only 4% of
the baryons are locked into stars (compatible within 2σ with
Fukugita & Peebles 2004).
(v) The stellar mass fraction profiles we derive from DES
and CLASH are compatible within 1σ, provided that the
same parametrization is used for the total matter halo pro-
file.
(vi) HST clusters can be used to test and calibrate stel-
lar mass estimates. In future works we plan to test the
stellar mass to light ratio derived from DES to that from
HST, as this should be nominally invariant under changes
in galaxy apertures (that are different between the two data
sets used in this work), and therefore better matched than
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M? between the surveys. In addition, an extensive spectro-
scopic campaign carried out with the Very Large Telescope
(VLT) (CLASH–VLT, Rosati et al. 2014) is currently pro-
viding thousands of spectra for 14 CLASH clusters. In the
future, we plan to use this survey to further test our tech-
nique: this data set will include spectra up to very large clus-
ter radii, making CLASH–VLT ideal to test stellar masses
on the large scales explored by DES. CLASH–VLT analysis
of stellar masses for the cluster RXJ2248 are in course of
preparation (Annunziatella et al., in preparation), and stel-
lar mass density profiles have been studied recently for other
clusters (Annunziatella et al. 2014, 2016).
(vii) In the future, we plan to apply the same techniques
to a sample of 100 000 stacked DES clusters and deduce
important information about galaxy evolution by looking at
the relation between stellar and total mass, as a function of
radii and redshift, at the Stellar Mass Function and at the
stellar mass environment dependence. The stacking of the
whole DES sample would allow us to estimate f? with an
error significantly smaller than that given here.
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APPENDIX A: MAGNITUDE COMPARISON
Considering only those matched sources with a signal-to-
noise ratio S/N > 10 in the DES i-band, excluding stars and
objects with SExtractor FLAGS > 3 (in order to exclude ob-
jects with saturated pixels or corrupted data, but include ob-
jects that were initially blended) we are left with 327 sources
observed in the g and r bands, and 331 in the i and z bands.
The differences ∆m = mDES −mCLASH are plotted in Fig-
ure A1, as well as the DES magnitudes as a function of the
CLASH ones for the matched sources. The magnitudes plot-
ted are SExtractor isophotal magnitudes MAG_ISO for both
DES and CLASH. ∆m in the griz bands has been corrected
for the magnitude shifts due to the differences between these
DES and HST filters. The offsets have been computed us-
ing two “extreme case” SED templates (one elliptical, one
irregular) at the cluster redshift. We have not taken into
consideration the Y band offset as the HST and DES fil-
ters are too different, but we still report the comparison for
completeness.
Figure A1 shows an offset in the DES magnitudes, espe-
cially in the gri bands, which may be due to different choices
of threshold or background when running SExtractor. Nev-
ertheless the linear trend is clear, bringing to Pearson co-
efficients between 0.91 and 0.98 in all bands. The higher
scatter that we could expect in the Y band (as the corre-
sponding CLASH filter is the F105W, which is much more
spread towards the infrared than the DES Y filter) is ac-
tually compensated for by higher DES photometric errors.
The mean difference in magnitude ∆m between the two data
sets is 0.13, 0.04, -0.07, -0.07 and 0.08 in the grizY bands
respectively.
APPENDIX B: PHOTO-Z CONSISTENCY TEST
In this Section we test whether the fact that we assumed a
photo-z that was computed with a certain set of templates
to then compute the stellar mass with a larger set of tem-
plates is consistent. With photometric surveys data, it is a
common method to perform estimation of the photometric
redshift and SED fitting in two steps, which involve fixing
the redshift of a galaxy at the best fit value obtained in the
first step. Although this may not be the most elegant way of
solving the problem of the lack of spectroscopic information,
it has been proven to lead to only a small bias in the SED
fitting parameters, when compared to results given by the
simultaneous estimation of redshift and stellar mass (see Ac-
quaviva, Raichoor & Gawiser 2015). Moreover, here we can
take advantage of the prior information that this is a cluster.
In order to do test the consistency of the photo-z choice,
we want to show that the resulting photo-z is not dras-
tically dependent on the choice of templates. Therefore,
we compare the photo-z’s given by Le Phare when using
the COSMOS templates and the BC03 ones. A compari-
son is shown in Figure B1 for all the galaxies in the DES
field of view. We retrieve that 71% of the galaxies have
|∆z| = |zBC03 − zCOSMOS | < 0.12.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/ LATEX file prepared
by the author.
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Figure A1. DES magnitues compared to CLASH magnitudes, with bottom plots of ∆m = mCLASH −mDES in the g,r,i and z bands
for the matched sources that satisfy S/N > 10 and filtering the sources with FLAGS> 3. CLASH errorbars are not plotted for visualisation
purposes, while those on the DES magnitudes represent the 1σ error. The dashed black lines represent the ideal case mCLASH = mDES.
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Figure B1. Left panel : Comparison of the photo-z’s computed using the Bruzual and Charlot 2003 templates and those using the
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